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Beyond Retail: Redefining the shape and purpose of town centres. 

November 3013, Taskforce 

 

Review note prepared by Dr Alan Reeve, in relation to the above and its implications for the Doric 

proposals for the West Way redevelopment in Botley. 

 

General observations 

The research and analysis presented in the Beyond Retail report focuses primarily on town centres, 

and the application of its findings and proposals to secondary retail locations such as the West Way 

are not entirely clear. In addition, its main purpose seems to be to make recommendations from a 

commercial and retail perspective, for town centres that are either currently failing, or that are likely 

to be at risk of failing as a consequence of the shift from ‘bricks and mortar’ to ‘bricks and clicks’. 

That is to say, it is focused on those locations where changes in shopping behaviour, primarily the 

increasing use of internet shopping, are most at risk from a decline in footfall. The research and its 

recommendations does not, then, focus on places such as Botley, or secondary retail centres.  

Secondly, much of the analysis and the recommendations that follow from the research are to do 

with funding models, governance and planning issues; and the need for change within these 

domains if high streets and town centres are going to have an economically sustainable future. 

These are essentially longer term issues,  that have few if any implications for Botley – although the 

report does stress the advantages of flexible approaches in planning, and a building provision that is 

able to respond to changing needs over time relatively quickly. That is, the report indicates that 

there needs to be greater flexibility in terms of change of use (p8) – and the attitude of Local 

Authorities to this in granting change of use to properties; it therefore also suggests that small is 

better than big in terms of commercial property – and the West Way already has an appropriate mix 

of property types and sizes that means that there is the potential for responsiveness to changes in 

demand and changes in use. 

On the other hand – and this is something that Doric will undoubtedly emphasise in their analysis of 

the report – it makes a number of recommendations for future proofed town centres which include 

the need for 1) a mixed use offer, with leisure, employment, retail and housing – moving away from 

retail as the main focus (p3) ;  2) car parking, and the need for easy access and free parking by car is 

central to the continued survival of many town centre; 3) the need for a mix of convenience stores 

‘anchored by a major supermarket’. However, on this last point, the report is not specific about the 

optimum size for such an anchor store in relation to the other provision, with a ‘more focussed retail 

core’ (p4). 

My suspicion is that Doric will say that the report supports what they are recommending,  since it 

talks about the need for leisure provision (the multiplex);  an anchor supermarket (their 50 000sqft 

store) and adequate an accessible parking (500 space underground – or actually under podium – car 

park). 
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The West Way Action Committee Case: 

As suggested above, Doric are likely to give a very selective reading of Beyond Retail to defend their 

proposal; what they will ignore, however, are a number of critical statements in the report which 

provide strong arguments against what they want to do. 

First, the West Way is not a high street or a town centre. The report makes a clear distinction 

between ‘dominant’ and ‘local/neighbourhood’  (p14).  The recommendations relating to large 

anchor stores, leisure provision, and taking the focus away from retail do not equally apply to both 

types of location.  The Report indeed says: 

‘ Retailers are increasingly selective. The strong, more dominant centres are getting stronger, 

attracting the key domestic and international retailers, and combining these attractors with 

an increasingly diverse leisure and food and beverage offer. Local and neighbourhood 

centres are less affected, offering convenience, and everyday needs retail and top-up 

shopping for the increasing number of households using online grocery services’. (p14)  

This view that from the retailers’ perspective, local centres require convenience and top-up 

shopping provision rather than large scale supermarkets, is reinforced by its more general analysis of 

future shopping trends; part of its overall vision for town centres is what it calls ‘Localised 

convenience and every day focussed centres’ and it highlights the fact that larger basket weekly 

shopping is done on line, ‘complemented by regular top-up visits to smaller convenience stores’ … 

where ‘Local shopping is further supported by the ageing population profile, the growth in the 

number of urban households and more frequent budget constrained shopping’. (p3). 

The conclusion to be drawn from the Report’s analysis of retail provision is that it needs to fit its 

location (dominant or local), and that the Doric proposal significantly gets this wrong, by wanting to 

impose a very large supermarket in a context where it is not needed, and which significantly risks 

failing as shopping needs and behaviours change. In addition, the Report emphasises the fact that 

the absence of national multiples should be seen as an opportunity for independent retailers: ‘These 

businesses bring different offers and attractions and again should be welcomed and encouraged’ 

(p37). 

Developing this point, Report suggests that understanding the hierarchy of places –  in terms of 

demographics, location and scale – is fundamental to devising appropriate strategies for improving 

or saving a high street or other retail focussed centre.  In a nutshell, the current West Way provision 

is appropriate against all three measures. It is a neighbourhood or local centre; its demographic is 

middle income/affluent, with a broad age mix; and it is at the right scale as a secondary shopping 

development, to fit the needs of its current population, and the slightly increased population 

forecast over the next few years. Whilst it needs enhancing to accommodate a wider range of uses; 

it does not need a large superstore or cinema to meet the needs of its existing community or 

catchment. To enlarge the retail and leisure offer, combined with a 500 space car park and a 

significant number of student rooms, would be to misunderstand its place in this hierarchy; and 

consequently compromise its strengths as a neighbourhood centre, and its long term commercial 

viability – it will not be capable of responding to changes in retail demand. Essentially, the Doric 

proposal will force the West Way to lose its identity as a neighbourhood centre, with no significant 

benefits to the community. 
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Summary:  

The Beyond Retail Report, is primarily concerned, as indicated at the outset of this review, at failing 

or likely to fail centres, where development and change need to address the regeneration agenda.  

However, Botley is not in this category – it is not in need of regeneration (which should not be 

confused with physical upgrading or refurbishment); and from the standpoint of the Report, is 

unlikely to be failing anytime soon. It has a good balance of uses; it has retail of the appropriate size 

and mix; it is accessible to a sustainable degree and no more; and it has a mix flexible units that can 

respond to changes in demand potentially very easily. It is a neighbourhood centre, not a town 

centre, and should be understood and planned for as such. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


